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~') 3-3 Apply
Calculating Atomic Mass

. .
Samples of an unknown element X were collected and their- masses were recorded. Use the
information presented in the data table to answer the following questions.

. ·"1.,

Isotope .~ass (amu) Percent Abundance Mass Number

1 37.765 9.67

2 39.056 78.68

3 40.003 11.34

4 41.060 0.31

1. Fill in the mass number for each sample of element X in the data table.

2. What is the most common isotope of element X?

,. 3. Calculate the average atomic mass of element X.

4. Use your periodic table to identify element X based on its average atomic mass.

5. What is the atomic number of this element?

6. Draw one atom of this element. Make sure to correctly represent the number of protons and
electrons in the atom,

:,"

r

7. This atom forms an ion with a charge of 1+. Draw a picture representing an ion of this
element.

"_
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crItics I Thinking .--~
A mass spectrometer is an instrument used to separate an element's isotopes and to measure the relative iso-

tope abundances. Within the spectrometer, beams made of ions from one element are passed through a strong
magnetic field. The ions are selected to have identical charges and velocities. As the ions pass through the
magnetic· field, the ion paths are influenced by the magnetic force. Ions of greater mass possess greater inertia,
or more tendency to continue in a straight line. Ions of lesser mass are more influenced by the field and demon-
strate greater deviation. The two mass spectrometer readings illustrated here show the results of passing ions of
different elements through the spectrometer. Examine the readings and answer the questions that follow. Note
that the upper scales of each reading show atomic mass (in amu). Below each reading, the percentages of the
various isotopes are given.

Mass 30 'l9 28 V 26 25 24 23
I I I 1'1 I I I

A

Relative % 100

Mass 30 '19 28 27 26 25 24 23
I I I I

I I I I

I
B

Relative % 11.17 10.13 78.70

1. a. What is the atomic mass of the isotope of the element represented by spectrum A?

b. What are the name and atomic symbol of element A? (Consult a periodic table or
table of atomic masses.)....
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a. What are the atomic masses of the isotopes in spectrum B?

b. Based on the experimentally obtained values of atomic mass and percent, calculate the
average atomic mass of this element. Show your work.

c. What are the name and symbol of this element?

d. What are the symbols, including superscripts and subscripts, of the isotopes of
this element?

e. Which isotope deviated most from its straight-line path?
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